THE GOOD STUFF

Stability Putter Shaft
Tinkering with your putter can be a slippery slope of investments.
Breakthrough Golf Technology produces an answer that doesn’t sacrifice
your favorite putter design. The Stability Putter Shaft is designed to help
your distance control by delivering a more square face at impact. The
shaft, by design, is a bit heavier and stiffer than standard putter shafts
which allows for less flex and rotation in your stroke (hence the name).
Available in standard and tour models, Stability is bound to help you win
some of those skins.
$199 - $249   breakthroughgolftech.com

SkyGolf SX400
Why limit yourself to front, back,
and center distances when you
can have it all? The SkyCaddie
SX400 from SkyGolf is a 4-inch
touchscreen GPS with full HD
graphics for crystal-clear viewing.
Preloaded with over 35,000
ground-verified course maps, this
unit is also durable and highly
water-resistant. The ultra-fast
multi-core processor means quick
connection on the first tee and
beyond.
$299.95   web.skygolf.com

Srixon Q Star
Srixon debuts its third generation of the Q-Star
Tour golf ball, available in Pure White and Tour
Yellow. This tour-caliber ball delivers a softer feel
at impact and is enhanced by new FastLayer
Core which drives more ball speed and distance.
$32.99   srixon.com

Ecco Biom Cool Pro
Ecco continues producing the highest
quality golf shoes with the new BIOM
Cool Pro. Fluidform Technology frames
and anatomically supports your foot.
Tri-Fi-Grip outsole maximizes stability,
durability, and rotational support. 100
percent waterproof construction and
Ecco Yak leather uppers make these
shoes all you’ll need for a comfy
day on the links.
$230   us.ecco.com
Cobra Speedzone Driver
Cobra’s 2020 lineup is led by
the new Speedzone driver, which takes
inspiration from Formula 1 race cars. With a
CNC Milled Infinity Face, the driver has six different
zones for maximized performance. A 360-degree
carbon wrap crown covers 50 percent of the club
body, increasing forgiveness and speed. Available in
standard or Xtreme models for 10-25 handicaps.
$449   cobragolf.com
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Indi Golf Wedge
Indi Golf is producing some of the best wedges you
can buy, but you might not know who they are. The
company promotes “colossal spin” with more grooves
(22) and increased precision and forgiveness. Testing
shows Indi Golf wedges spinning near 10,000 rpm
compared to 7,500 from other manufacturers. Available
in matte black and satin chrome.
$149.99-$159.99   indigolfclubs.com
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